We examine the effects ultra-light primordial black holes (PBHs) have on the anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). PBHs in the mass range of 10 15 g to 10 17 g emit Hawking radiation in the early Universe, modifying the standard recombination history. This leads to a damping of small-scale temperature and polarisation anisotropies and enhances large-scale polarisation fluctuations. As some models of inflation predict PBHs with a range of masses, we investigate the impacts of extended mass distributions on PBH abundance constraints. We model PBH energy injection using a ground-up approach incorporating species-dependent deposition efficiencies. By allowing the ΛCDM parameters to vary simultaneously with the PBH fraction and mass, we show that exclusion bounds on the PBH fraction of DM f PBH are relaxed by up to an order of magnitude, compared to the case of fixed ΛCDM parameters. We also give 95 % exclusion regions for f PBH for a variety of mass distributions. In particular, for a uniform mass distribution between 10 15 and 10 17 g, we find f PBH < 1.6 × 10 −5 when allowing ΛCDM parameters to vary.
Introduction
The cosmological effects of primordial black holes (PBHs) were first considered by Chapline [1] in the mid '70s. Originally proposed to have formed through collapse of overdense regions during the early universe [2] , PBHs have been considered a possible dark matter (DM) candidate for quite some time due to their invisibility in the electromagnetic spectrum and massive nature [3] . The conceptually viable range of dark matter PBH masses spans about thirty orders of magnitude, from 10 15 g to 10 12 M -any lighter, and such PBHs would have evaporated by today. Any heavier and a single PBH would exceed the typical galactic halo mass, effectively ruling out their possible contribution to galactic dark matter.
Astrophysical observations such as microlensing [4] , neutron star capture [5] , large-scale structure considerations [6] , CMB measurements [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] and ultra-faint dwarf galaxies [12] have constrained large portions of this mass range. Carr et al. [3] identify three remaining mass windows of interest: intermediate mass PBHs of M PBH ∼ 10 M to 10 2 M (see however arguments based on LIGO limits on the binary-black-hole merger rate [13] ), sublunar PBHs with 10 20 g M PBH 10 22 g, and subatomic PBHs with M PBH ∼ 10 17 g. In addition, earlier constraints based on femtolensing of gamma-ray bursts were recently criticized by Katz et al. [14] , so there may be another allowed window at 10 17 g M PBH 10 19 g.
In this paper we consider light PBHs in the range of 10 15 g to 10 17 g, which eject energy through Hawking radiation. Outside of cosmological considerations, this mass range is already well constrained from diffuse gamma ray background measurements [15, 16] and femtolensing surveys [17] . Current constraints from CMB measurements lie in close proximity to gamma ray background constraints [8, 18] , and up until recently have typically assumed a monochromatic mass distribution. Although the formation of PBHs with a quasi monochromatic distribution is possible [19] , other models of inflation predict extended mass distributions [20] . Such distributions have been explored in this context through converting previous monochromatic constraints to extended mass distribution constraints [21] [22] [23] . This work takes a complementary approach by incorporating extended mass distributions into the model explicitly. We note the multitude of different approaches taken in modelling Hawking radiation from light PBHs [18, 24, 25] , and choose to follow the method outlined in Ref. [25] , hereafter CDG17. This method lends itself well to extended mass distributions due to it being computationally quick to calculate, and in the case of monochromatic distributions gives results comparable to the more robust treatment given in Ref. [18] .
In Section 2 we introduce the dynamics behind evaporating PBHs, covering their ejection spectrum, particle content and energy injection rate. We also recount the extension of the standard recombination model to incorporate non-standard energy injections. Section 3 outlines how the theory was implemented, including details on integration of the mass distribution and computation of deposition efficiencies. The results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the work, presenting possible future extensions.
Throughout this work, we work in units where k B = 1.
Light PBHs and the CMB

Evaporation Physics
PBHs in the mass range of 10 15 g to 10 17 g inject energy into the primordial plasma through Hawking radiation. In general, this process depends on the hole's temperature, angular momentum and charge. For primordial black holes, however, we are able to simplify matters. As the radiation contains particles that carry spin, PBHs lose angular momentum more quickly than they lose mass [26] . We also assume that the formation mechanism responsible for PBHs results in charge-neutral holes. Hence, at the recombination epoch we take PBHs to be neutral with no spin, which gives a direct relationship between their mass M PBH and temperature, as predicted by Hawking [27, 28] :
Such a PBH emits particles with an energy spectrum given by the corresponding blackbody spectrum with temperature T PBH . Particles i (e ± , γ and ν, ν) are ejected with the following rate per particle degree of freedom, per energy interval:
In this equation, s i is the particle's spin, E is the total energy of the particle (including rest mass) and Γ s i (M PBH , E) is its associated dimensionless absorption probability, given by [29] 
where σ s i is the absorption cross section. For high energies E T PBH , this probability approaches the optical limit
For low energies E → 0, we find that [29] 
Between these two limits, a numerical form is given in Figure 1 of Ref. [29] , which was later used to construct an approximation to the full
The rate of mass lost by the PBH through Hawking radiation is given by [8] :
where g i = 2s i + 1 are degeneracy factors for each particle and f em i (M PBH ) are emission fractions. The sum over f em i (M PBH ) is normalised to unity for a PBH with mass M PBH 10 17 g, which would only emit photons and neutrinos as such black holes have temperatures T PBH m e ± . The contributions of photons and neutrinos (which are always relativistic for the PBH masses of interest) are independent of PBH mass and given by [30] However, we need to be cautious with electrons and positrons at the high-end of our mass range M PBH ∼ 10 17 g, where T PBH ∼ m e ± . By reformulating Eq. (7) from Ref. [30] , we get:
In the limit M PBH 10 17 g, we find the above i g i f em i → 1.569, in agreement with the constant term in Eq. (7) of Ref. [30] .
In the PBH mass range of 10 15 g to 10 17 g, the mass lost from particle emission is negligible compared to the total PBH mass, and so we do not need to calculate the full expression given in Eq. (2.5) for all emitted species. Instead, we are more concerned about what effects these emitted particles may have on the early universe. The particles emitted from PBHs in this mass range that interact most strongly with the primordial plasma are electrons, positrons and photons. We define the mass lost through purely electromagnetic particles, dM PBH /dt| EM , as in Eq. (2.5), where the sum only runs over i ∈ {e − , e + , γ}. The total energy injected into the primordial plasma by evaporating PBHs is then
where n PBH (z) is the number density of PBHs. As previously discussed, for the range of masses considered the mass and abundance of evaporating PBHs is essentially constant throughout cosmic history. The number density can be written in terms of its density parameter Ω PBH (z) = (1 + z) Ω PBH,0 , giving
where we have defined the fraction of dark matter consisting of PBHs
and ρ c = 3H 2 0 /8πG is the critical density of the Universe today. Hence, the volumetric rate of energy injection in the form of electrons, positrons and photons is
(2.8)
Effects on Recombination
In order to examine the effects evaporating PBHs have on CMB anisotropies, the standard formulation of recombination needs to be modified to incorporate the extra energy injection. In more general terms, if some non-standard process X injects energy into the ionised medium at some rate per unit comoving volume (dE/dV dt) inj , this can excite and ionise both hydrogen and helium atoms, heat the plasma and inject continuum photons with E < 10.2 eV that contribute directly to CMB spectral distortions. This leads to the definition of effective deposition efficiencies f c (z) for each of these deposition channels, which encapsulate how injected energy is then deposited into some channel c:
In practice, however, we only consider the ionisation and excitation of hydrogen atoms, as helium recombines at a much earlier time and has a smaller effect on the CMB. The amplitude of CMB spectral distortions is proportional to (dE/ dV dt)/Hρ γ d ln(1 + z) (see, e.g. [31] ), and it is straightforward to show that it is always negligibly small. We therefore focus on the effect on recombination history and CMB anisotropies. In the standard three-level atom model, equations for the ionisation history and matter temperature are given by [32, 33] 
where C(x e , T m ; z) is Peebles' coefficient, α B (T m , T γ ) and β B (T γ ) are free-bound recombination and ionisation rates for hydrogen, ν 2s is the 2s → 1s transition frequency for hydrogen, and f He is the ratio of helium nuclei to hydrogen nuclei.
For energy injected from a generic process, extra non-standard terms are given by [34] dx e dz non std.
where I X i , I Xα and K h are the ionisation, excitation and heating terms given by
Here, n H (z) is the number density of hydrogen nuclei, and E i and E α are the ionisation and Lyman-α energies for the hydrogen atom. All three of these terms also rely on the injected energy and their related deposition efficiencies. As their emitted radiation comprises of particles, PBH deposition efficiencies can in general be calculated by computing
12) which weights each emitted particle's effective deposition efficiency f i eff,c (E i , z) by its emission fraction f em i (M PBH ). Here, the effective deposition efficiencies are calculated from their corresponding differential energy absorption rates given by Slatyer [35] . We will describe their computation in more detail below. For PBHs in the mass range of 10 15 g to 10 17 g, the emitted particles relevant to recombination physics are electrons/positrons and photons. As we have already seen, m e ± ∼ T PBH for PBHs with mass 10 17 g, so we use Eq. (2.6) for our form of f em e ± (M PBH ) to model the turning-on of relativistic effects. Hence, the net deposition efficiency is
Deposition Efficiencies
Rather than using the common on-the-spot approximation, which assumes that all the injected energy is immediately deposited into the plasma, we compute the deposition efficiency from first principles. The effective deposition efficiency for a particle species i is defined as [35] 14) where T i c (z dep , E, z inj ) is the differential rate of energy absorption at z dep for a particle injected at z inj with total energy E and
where dN i / dt dE is given by Eq. (2.2). In principle, due to its dependency on the Hubble rate, our f i eff,c (M PBH , z dep ) should be calculated for each point in ΛCDM parameter space. However, as we are focusing on the region of 1 z 3000 deep in the matter-dominated era, the Hubble parameter can be approximated by H(z) ≈ H 0 (1 + z) 3/2 . Along with the above form of the ejection spectrum, the effective deposition efficiencies simplify to
As this quantity is now independent of any cosmological parameters, it can be computed ahead of time and stored in a lookup table for later use.
Extended Mass Distributions
We now reformulate the non-standard energy injection problem to account for an extended PBH mass distribution. Instead of considering energy being injected by PBHs at a single mass, we must integrate over a range of masses weighted by a probability distribution p(M PBH | θ) dependent on shape parameters θ. For definiteness, we define p(M PBH | θ) to be the probability density per log 10 mass interval. This leads us to define the following quantity:
This quantity is then used in the non-standard ionisation, excitation and heating terms of Eqs. (2.9)-(2.11):
In this work we choose a log-normal distribution for our p(M PBH | θ), which in part is motivated by the large perturbations that will eventually collapse into PBHs being generated during the inflationary phase of the Universe. In this case, the scale factor a ∝ exp(Ht), leading to physical wavenumbers k ∝ a −1 . Therefore, if whatever process that leads to the formation of large density perturbations occurs on a timescale ∆t during inflation, the natural scale of the modulation of the primordial power spectrum is proportional to ∆ ln k, which corresponds to ∆ ln M in the PBH mass function. The log-normal distribution has also been examined in other works [36, 37] .
The mass distribution we use takes the form
where µ 10 is the mean and σ 10 is the standard deviation (or effective width) of the distribution.
As we are working in log 10 space, σ 10 denotes how many orders of magnitude the mass distribution spans.
In this work we consider a normal distribution in log space, equivalent to a log-normal in linear space as considered in other works. We choose this form of the distribution over the more familiar one presented in the literature as its symmetry allows it to be integrated easily using a trapezoidal method in log space. This choice of distribution can be viewed as identical to those considered in [21] under the following transformations:
Extending Gamma Ray Background Constraints
CMB constraints for evaporating PBHs are competing with limits derived from gamma ray background measurements. We would like to compare these constraints for extended mass distributions. For this, we use the method outlined in Ref.
[21] which we summarise here.
is the probability distribution per log 10 mass interval, and f PBH is the total PBH fraction. The observable can be expanded:
for some background contribution A 0 and observation-dependent functions K j . As we are dealing with evaporating PBHs whose contribution at a certain mass is independent of PBHs of different masses, all K j = 0 for j > 1 and we only consider the first two terms in the sum. Suppose the measurement places an upper bound on this observable such that
For a monochromatic distribution centered at mass M c , we have
implying an upper limit to the PBH fraction
This allows us to infer K 1 (M ) = A max /f max (M ). Hence the upper limit on the PBH fraction for a general distribution
For this work, we use the following constraint from gamma ray background observations [3] :
where characterises the spectral tilt in the gamma ray background, set to = 0.4 here. This relationship constrains PBHs that emit gamma radiation solely through primary photons, which is true for PBHs with M PBH 5 × 10 14 g.
Data and Methodology
Efficiency Computation
The PBH deposition efficiencies were calculated using the particle deposition efficiencies for electrons/positrons and photons. These were in turn computed using Eq. (2.15) alongside the differential energy absorption rates T i c (z dep , E, z inj ) given in Ref. [35] and the forms of Γ s i (M PBH , E) given in Ref. [29] .
In this work, a piecewise function was created for Γ s i (M PBH , E) from interpolating the numerical form given in Ref. [29] (indicated by Γ num. E) ) and using the low-energy limit from Eq. (2.4). Due to the range of energies and PBH masses considered, the highenergy optical limit was not required.
For electrons, this took the form of
GM PBH E e c 3 > 0.005 , and for photons this was
The cutoff value of 0.005 was chosen to avoid any large discontinuities at the function boundaries while still being consistent with the low-energy limit requirement. The resulting PBH deposition efficiencies are given in Figure 1 .
Mass Distributions
In practice, the integral in Eq. (2.16) is performed numerically across [µ 10 − 4 σ 10 , µ 10 + 4 σ 10 ] using a simple trapezoidal integrator. To compensate for distributions with varying widths, the integrator uses a constant 41 points across its range, giving accuracy comparable to a more thorough quadrature integrator. The integration is performed within the larger range of 10 15 g to 10 17 g, transformed to −1 to 1 in practice (as we normalise PBH masses by 10 16 g before taking the logarithm). If either µ 10 − 4 σ 10 < −1 or µ 10 + 4 σ 10 > 1, the integration range is truncated to these bounds. This is to prevent regions such as that below 10 15 g being included, which would break our assumption that PBH mass is effectively constant over its injection lifetime. However, this Figure 1 of CDG17 has been transformed into a mass axis in this work. The total is a sum over the three displayed channels only. truncation must be handled properly so PBH energy density is not unphysically lost. At the low mass limit of 10 15 g, the lighter PBHs inject much more energy compared to heavier PBHs due to the M −3 PBH scaling as seen in Eq. (2.8). We compensate for truncation at this end by renormalising the distribution so that it retains its unity normalisation. At the highmass end the distribution is still truncated beyond 10 17 g, but it is not renormalised. This is because these PBHs contribute negligibly to the total energy injection and so are safe to ignore. If we were to renormalise the distribution in this sense, we would artificially inflate contributions from the low-mass end of the distribution, leading to stronger constraints.
This truncation correction is also used when evaluating log normal constraints through the extended monochromatic method detailed in Section 2.5. This keeps the results consistent with the mass distribution implemented in the CMB analysis.
Implementation
To calculate the power spectra, the Boltzmann code class was used [38] , which internally uses either recfast [39] or HyRec [40, 41] to solve for the ionisation history. At the time of writing, recfast was not written with non-standard DM physics in mind so HyRec was used instead. HyRec moreover allows a more accurate incorporation of evaporating PBH physics into the recombination era. Indeed, the fudge functions of recfast are only tuned to (approximately) recover the standard recombination history, but need not be accurate when departing from it. A beta version of HyRec containing an implementation of WIMP DM physics was used to implement the PBH physics [10, 42] . This was possible due to the similarities between evaporating PBHs and decaying WIMPs. The PBH deposition efficiencies for each channel were converted to a bicubic spline and read in during runtime by class to be used by HyRec.
The modified class was linked to the Planck Likelihood Code [43] to compute the corresponding Planck likelihoods, which was then interfaced to MultiNest [44] , a Monte Carlo implementation of the nested sampling algorithm [45, 46] 1 . MultiNest was chosen over more conventional MCMC samplers due to its robust convergence criterion.
Results
All results were produced using the 'lite' high-TT, TE and EE likelihood alongside the low-TEB likelihood. The choice of these likelihoods is in keeping with the baseline Planck analysis. The 'lite' high-likelihood has many Planck nuisance parameters marginalised out, and was used in place of the full likelihood in the interests of computation time. The one nuisance parameter left in this likelihood, y cal , is an overall normalisation of the Planck data which we hold fixed throughout this analysis.
We also use a ΛCDM parametrisation similar to Planck, choosing (Ω b h 2 , Ω cdm h 2 , 100θ s , τ , ln(10 10 A s ), n s ) as the set of base parameters. We note that our choice of 100θ s differs from the Planck 100θ MC as we do not use CosmoMC in our analysis and this is a parameter exclusive to that program. Table 1 contains the scan ranges and fixed values used for these ΛCDM parameters, alongside y cal and the PBH parameters. The fixed ΛCDM values are our own best-fit values using a vanilla ΛCDM model, and only differ from the Planck values at most by less than 0.2 sigma. The reason we use our own values instead of the Planck ones was to have certainty that the best-fit values used corresponded to the maximum of the likelihood when using a vanilla ΛCDM model. Although we do reproduce Planck posterior distributions in the vanilla model, slight differences in Boltzmann codes used led to these slight discrepancies which are worth accounting for especially when incorporating new physics.
The exclusion regions presented in this section are the inverse of the Bayesian 95 % credible regions of the 2D marginalised posteriors of each pair of parameters plotted. This means that for a 95 % exclusion region, the integrated probability of parameters lying in such regions is only 5 %.
Delta Mass Distribution
Recombination Effects
Adding evaporating PBHs into the early Universe changes the standard ionisation and temperature histories. Disregarding reionisation, Figure 2 shows how the free electron fraction x e and matter temperature T m change with differing PBH masses. For each plot, the fraction f PBH is set to 10 −7 . We see that the absolute value of the differences roughly scales as M −3 PBH , i.e. that each history decreases by three orders of magnitude for each PBH mass increase of one. We also see the largest difference occurs at later redshifts. In the standard ΛCDM model without reionisation, no extra ionisation or heating happens after recombination. With the addition of PBHs, both ionisation and heating increase relative to the vanilla ΛCDM model. Similarly, Figure 3 shows the effect that various sizes of evaporating PBHs have on the temperature and E-mode polarisation power spectra if they were to constitute 10 % of the dark matter energy density. For both spectra, the small scale fluctuations are suppressed by the addition of PBHs. In the polarisation spectrum, we see that mid-range fluctuations ( ∼ 20) are increased by a large amount relative to the rest of the spectrum. However, for M PBH = 3 × 10 16 g a 10 % fraction of PBHs would be completely excluded by accurate measurements of the EE power spectrum.
All plots in this section have been created with ΛCDM parameters set to the fixed values given in Tab. 1. 
Parameter Degeneracies
As well as examining the effects PBHs have on the ionisation and thermal histories, we can consider how they affect the base ΛCDM parameters. For this, we fix M PBH to 10 16 g and allow the PBH fraction f PBH to vary. For our choice of log-prior, the ΛCDM parameters are virtually unaffected, since the bulk of the volume of the posterior falls into a region where the PBHs are essentially invisible to the data. As such, we instead use a flat prior of [0, 1] for this section. By only allowing one PBH parameter to vary, we also remove any potential degeneracies multiple parameters may have with each other: here, f PBH is the sole parameter responsible for increasing the energy injection from PBHs. Figure 4 shows the 2D marginalised posteriors for f PBH against each ΛCDM parameter. The parameters that show the most degeneracy with f PBH are τ and H 0 , with weaker dependencies exhibited by ln(10 10 A s ) and Ω cdm h 2 . We have already seen that the presence of decaying PBHs enhances the ionisation fraction at low redshifts. The same effect is also achieved by increasing the reionisation optical depth τ , so as the two parameters effectively cancel each other's contributions, we expect them to be anticorrelated. This relationship can be more clearly examined if we fix all other ΛCDM parameters and only allow τ to vary alongside f PBH . Figure 5 shows the resulting 2D marginalised posterior when compared to the original in Fig. 4 . We see that when all other ΛCDM parameters are fixed, the extent of the posterior along the f PBH axis is almost that of the posterior with freed ΛCDM parameters.
Similarly, we see the value of H 0 decreases slightly as f PBH increases. We note that the value of H 0 inferred from CMB data in the ΛCDM model is already in tension with local astrophysical measurements [47, 48] , and that the inclusion of PBHs does not help to reconcile this difference. This slight degeneracy is somewhat accidental: the effect that changing f PBH has on the CMB power spectrum is similar enough to those made by changing H 0 such that the addition of f PBH affects the inference of H 0 . As evidence of this, Fig. 5 shows how H 0 otherwise remains constant when all other ΛCDM parameters are fixed. The sloping seen in the free ΛCDM posterior can then only be due to a slight correlation between H 0 and τ : as the optical depth decreases, then so does the apparent Hubble constant. 
Lambda-CDM Limits
We now move on to consider the effect allowing base ΛCDM parameters to vary has on bounds on f PBH . Here, we improve upon the analysis presented in CDG17 by relaxing the assumption that the variation of ΛCDM parameters is negligible enough to ignore. Figure 6 shows how allowing ΛCDM parameters to vary lessens the exclusion bounds by about an order of magnitude across the mass range considered. From our previous analysis, we can say this is predominantly due to the relaxation of the optical depth parameter τ . As a smaller optical depth to reionisation counteracts the effects of an increase in early universe ionisation, it makes sense then that allowing τ to vary from its currently-measured value allows larger energy injections and thus weakens the constraints placed by CMB measurements. More interestingly, the exclusion regions relax more for either end of the mass spectrum compared to the middle region to a point where PBHs with mass 5 × 10 16 g can feasibly account for all of the dark matter. At this end, PBHs are too heavy to inject meaningful amounts of radiation, and so the base ΛCDM parameters are able to vary to fully compensate for this. The fact that the relaxation of the constraint is less pronounced around M PBH ∼ 10 16 g may be due to a smaller degeneracy with standard ΛCDM parameters, due to a different redshift dependence of the ionization fraction.
As a consistency check, we also find that the fixed ΛCDM exclusion region agrees well with the 95 % exclusion region presented in CDG17.
Extended Mass Distributions
We will now examine the effect that an extended mass distribution of PBHs has on recombination. We consider constraints placed on the width σ 10 of a log-normal distribution, as well as constraints on f PBH for a variety of different mass distributions. Throughout this section, we have implicitly made the conversion from the distribution mean µ 10 appearing in Eq. (2.17) to a physical mass M PBH which we will refer to as the mean mass of the distribution.
Constraints on Distribution Width
First, we consider the family of log-normal distributions spanning a delta function-like mass distribution at σ 10 = 10 −2 to an effectively uniform distribution at σ 10 = 10. Figure 7 gives the 95 % exclusion regions for a variety of log-normal distributions for different values of f PBH , with all ΛCDM parameters fixed to their values in Tab. 1. Similarly, Figure 8 shows the 95 % exclusion regions for the case where all ΛCDM parameters are allowed to vary.
In Fig. 7 , the exclusion regions for f PBH = 10 −1 , 10 −3 and 10 −5 completely exclude the region defined by σ 10 ≥ 1. At such high values of σ 10 , the distribution spans more orders of magnitude than present in the mass range 10 15 g to 10 17 g, leading to a uniform distribution that behaves independently of its mean mass value. However, we see for f PBH = 10 −7 that distributions with σ 10 ≥ 1 are allowed. As this region does not depend on M PBH , it can either be completely excluded or allowed for some selection of f PBH . This then leads to the idea of a "critical value" of f PBH at which this transition occurs, which will be discussed later on.
By examining the way that the non-shaded permitted regions for f PBH = 10 −1 , 10 −3 and 10 −5 change shape, we see relationships between f PBH and the distribution shape parameters. Namely, we see that lowering the PBH fraction predominantly allows lighter mean PBH masses, rather than allowing a wider distribution. Another way of saying this is that the distribution's width is more tightly constrained by f PBH compared to its mean. This holds true up to the critical value of f PBH , where the exclusion region changes shape drastically to allow the σ 10 ≥ 1 region.
Examining Fig. 8 , we see that allowing the base ΛCDM parameters to vary relaxes the exclusion bounds, as one would expect. Similarly to the fixed ΛCDM case, we see that when reducing f PBH , the largest relaxation of the bounds is along the mean PBH mass axis. We also see that the f PBH = 10 −5 region turns from a closed bound for fixed ΛCDM to an open bound when these parameters are freed, implying that the critical f PBH value for uniform distributions increases when ΛCDM parameters are allowed to vary. We will examine this in more detail later. No constraint is shown for f PBH = 10 −7 , as it is completely unconstrained when ΛCDM parameters are allowed to vary.
For the values of f PBH that exclude σ 10 ≥ 1, it is apparent across both figures that these regions have the same characteristic shape to them. In particular, the exclusion bounds appear to reach a limiting σ 10 asymptotically as M PBH increases. This may suggest that each PBH fraction has some maximum value of σ 10 they constrain in the limit of high PBH mass. However, this limit is not asymptotic as the effective constraining power comes solely from the low-mass end, with larger PBH masses inject ever-lower amounts of energy. This suggests that the constraint will slowly become weaker (constraining less of the parameter space) if it were to be extended to larger masses.
Similarly, the exclusion bounds appear to reach a limiting value of M PBH as σ 10 decreases. In contrast, this behaviour is asymptotic in that the smaller σ 10 gets, the minimally allowed mean PBH mass M PBH will remain constant. This is because as σ 10 decreases, the log-normal distribution approaches that of a monochromatic one. As such, the constraint will approach the monochromatic constraint that we have already seen in Fig. 6 . 
Constraints on PBH Fraction
We may also look at the constraints on f PBH that a selection of distribution widths give us. For this we consider a uniform distribution, a log-normal distribution with fixed width, a delta distribution and a log-normal distribution with variable width which is then integrated over, weighted by its posterior probability. A width of σ 10 = 0.3 was chosen for the lognormal distribution as this corresponds to the region in Fig. 7 where the most amount of variance was seen across PBH mass. Note that we approximate the uniform distribution by a wide log-normal distribution; as the mass range under consideration only spans two orders of magnitude, setting σ 10 = 10 corresponds to an effectively uniform mass distribution. Distribution cut-off by the low-mass limit M = 10 15 g is handled as described in Section 3.2. Figure 9 shows 95 % bounds for three different mass distributions and a marginalised log-normal distribution, where ΛCDM parameters are fixed to their best-fit given in Tab. 1, whilst Figure 10 allows them to vary.
What was previously alluded to during the last section without being properly explained was the concept of a critical value of f PBH for which the exclusion bounds drastically change shape between fully excluding to fully allowing the σ 10 ≥ 1 region. By changing the parameter space to fix σ 10 while allowing f PBH to vary, we are able to see this from a different perspective: that the critical f PBH is simply the value at which a uniform distribution becomes excluded. This can be seen in the constraints of Figs. 9 and 10, with a value of f PBH < 6.7 × 10 −7 for fixed ΛCDM and f PBH < 1.6 × 10 −5 for free ΛCDM. These values are consistent with what we saw in the last section where the "critical value" lay between 10 −7 to 10 −5 for fixed As well as this, we see the choice of σ 10 = 10 for the log-normal is sufficient to treat it as a uniform mass distribution, as its bounds are independent of the PBH mass across both figures.
The remaining mass distributions follow the more characteristic triangular exclusion region seen previously with a delta mass distribution. Compared to a delta mass distribution, both the marginalised and log-normal distributions have tighter exclusion bounds for heavier mean PBH mass. As these distributions have finite widths, both incorporate lighter PBHs which inject more energy proportional to M −3 PBH . As a consequence, contributions from the medium to high PBH mass range are effectively dominated by PBHs with masses roughly 0.3 orders of magnitude lower for the log-normal distribution. The marginalised distribution imposes weaker limits as by marginalising over the range of widths [10 −2 , 10] in log space, this distribution incorporates thinner, more delta-like distributions.
Conversely, at low PBH mass both the log-normal and marginalised distributions give weaker bounds than the delta distribution. Compared to a delta distribution, a log-normal distribution has much less probability centred around its mean value, meaning there is less contribution given to PBHs of the same mass across these distributions. In a similar manner to the previous discussion, the inclusion of heavier PBHs in the non-truncated tail of lognormal distributions contributes negligibly to the total energy injection due to the inverse cube dependence on their mass. Consequently, the total energy injection will be less than that of a pure delta distribution which is why we see this overlapping behaviour at the low-mass end of the spectrum. The uniform distribution is a log-normal distribution with σ 10 = 10, the log-normal distribution has σ 10 = 0.3, and the marginalised distribution is a log-normal marginalised over σ 10 . Comparison of 95 % exclusion regions derived from the computation outlined in this paper, and by extending the monochromatic mass constraints in Fig. 6 as outlined in Ref. [21] . Here, both results are derived with the base ΛCDM parameters fixed to the values given in Table 1 . The monochromatic mass distribution is not shown, as the extended constraints would remain unchanged.
Comparing both the fixed and free ΛCDM plots, we see again that allowing the base ΛCDM parameters to vary relaxes the exclusion bounds across all mass distributions. The reduction is roughly an order of magnitude across the PBH mass range, just like for the previously-examined delta mass distribution.
The net effect of spreading out the PBH mass distribution from a delta distribution in this way is to increase the exclusion bounds for masses M PBH 3 × 10 15 g by a few orders of magnitude and decrease exclusion bounds for lighter masses by considerably less.
Validation of Extending Monochromatic Mass Constraints
Before considering extending other monochromatic mass constraints to compare them with the constraints presented in this paper, it is worth examining how well this technique performs by comparing the extension of our monochromatic mass results in Fig. 6 to our own computed constraints.
We follow the outline given in Sec. 2.5 to extend the fixed ΛCDM constraint given in Fig. 6 by using it as the f max (M PBH ). Figure 11 shows the comparison of the two methods for the fixed ΛCDM parameter constraints. Due to the way that the limits are extended, we recover the original monochromatic constraint as σ 10 → 0, hence why we do not show this comparison. We see that extending our monochromatic constraints to a log-normal with σ 10 = 0.3 gives excellent agreement with the fully-computed limits. Interestingly, there is a slight disagreement between the computed and extended constraints for a uniform mass distribution, with the extended result giving a maximum allowed value of f PBH roughly ∼ 4.5 times larger than the computed bounds.
Comparisons with Gamma Ray Background Measurements
We can also compare these limits with recent constraints from gamma-ray background measurements. The constraint for this measurement in Eq. (2.18) is used to calculate the log- Table 1 , and gamma ray constraints are computed using the method for extending mass distributions given in Ref. [21] .
normal PBH fraction f PBH,log norm for different values of σ 10 . These are then compared to the constraints derived from the full CMB analysis and are presented in Figure 12 .
We compare CMB results calculated with fixed base ΛCDM parameters, as the gamma ray background constraints are calculated using fixed Hubble parameter and cold dark matter density values. It would of course also be interesting, but beyond the scope of the work, to perform a re-analysis of the gamma-ray background constraints with varying ΛCDM parameters.
What we see from examining Fig. 12 is that the constraints from both CMB and gamma ray background measurements remain close across both the log-normal and uniform distributions. In the log-normal case, gamma ray background measurements are more constraining at low masses compared to CMB measurements, yet for intermediate masses M PBH ∼ 10 16 g, CMB constraints are stronger on f PBH by an order of magnitude. This could be because mid-range PBHs do not eject as many gamma rays as their lighter counterparts, leading to slightly relaxed bounds for these masses. On the other hand, CMB constraints are predominantly influenced by the total energy injected into the primordial plasma, which is much more for a log-normal than a monochromatic distribution, as we have already seen.
In the case of the uniform distribution, we see both constraints are practically indistinguishable. However, we found in the previous section for a uniform distribution that the maximum allowed value of f PBH by extending the monochromatic mass constraints is larger than the computed value by a factor of roughly 4.5. With the addition of this factor, the maximum allowed f PBH for the gamma ray constraint reduces to f PBH ∼ 2.1 × 10 −7 , making this constraint the dominant one for the uniform mass distribution. Interesting to note is the effects of the truncation correction on the gamma ray constraints for the uniform distribution -without this correction, the constraint sits at about f PBH ∼ 1 × 10 −5 , over an order of magnitude larger than the CMB constraint.
Conclusions
Primordial black holes are an interesting candidate for dark matter with a rich phenomenology. In this paper we have considered light PBHs in the mass range of 10 15 g to 10 17 g injecting energy into the primordial plasma through Hawking radiation.
We have found for a monochromatic mass distribution that the fraction of dark matter made of PBHs f PBH shares slight degeneracies with the Hubble parameter H 0 and the reionisation optical depth τ , where the latter is seen to be a "true" degeneracy when examining f PBH and τ in isolation. We also found that allowing the base ΛCDM parameters to vary weakens bounds on f PBH by roughly an order of magnitude across the mass range, with constraints fully relaxed for PBHs with mass M PBH 6 × 10 16 g. By examining constraints placed on the width of the log-normal distribution, σ 10 , we saw that decreasing f PBH lessens constraints on the mean mass much more than σ 10 , up to some critical point where the exclusion region turns convex. Alongside this, we found that allowing ΛCDM parameters to vary removes any constraints on the width of a log-normal distribution when f PBH = 10 −7 . We showed that a uniform mass distribution is much more heavily constrained than a delta mass distribution, with 95 % exclusion limits of f PBH < 6.7 × 10 −7 for fixed ΛCDM base parameters and f PBH < 1.6 × 10 −5 for free ΛCDM base parameters. We also saw that a monochromatic mass distribution constrains light PBHs better than distributions with finite width, whilst for mean masses of 3 × 10 15 g the bounds on f PBH are relaxed by a few orders of magnitude.
We examined the method presented in Ref. [21] which shows how to use constraints on monochromatic mass distributions for PBHs to compute constraints for extended mass distributions. The comparison was made for both a log-normal and uniform mass distribution and showed excellent agreement in the case of the log-normal, with a slight overestimation by a factor of 4.5 for the uniform distribution. This technique was then used to extend the latest competing gamma ray background constraints on PBHs, where we found that for both a log-normal and uniform distribution, the measurements constrain similar regions of parameter space. Perhaps more interestingly, we saw for a log-normal that the mid-to highmass PBH range is better constrained by CMB measurements, whilst the low-mass region is better constrained by gamma ray measurements.
